After School Quality: Moving from Research to Practice

A BRIEF FOR YOUTH WORK LEADERS
Practical Steps for Directors, Boards, Program Leadership, and Other Key Staff

New research on after school is coming out all the time. Youth work leaders do their best to keep up on the latest in the field, and yet much of the research can feel hard to implement: it doesn’t reflect the realities of leaders’ programs, it offers many descriptives but few prescriptives, or it is interesting but lacks how-to’s. If you’ve ever been in a similar situation, then read on: this brief is here to bridge the gap between the research and the steps you, your Board, and your program leadership can take to build quality in your own program.

The Foundation: Program Quality Research and Why It Matters

In this brief we review the research to provide the foundation for our discussion of all things program quality. Drawing on studies in the out-of-school time field about after school itself and about program quality within these programs, we describe the importance of after school and explore how program quality is the critical hinge between youths’ program participation and their positive academic, socio-emotional, skill-building, mastery, and communication outcomes.¹

Connecting the Dots: Ways to Move from Research to Practice

We then suggest some ways to bring high-quality practices to life, both from the research and from our own deep experience as after school program evaluators working with District- and community-based programs throughout California and the U.S. Offering examples from West Contra Costa County Unified School District, Oakland Unified School District (Alameda County), 826michigan, Partnership for Children and Youth’s HousED, the YMCA of San Francisco, and San Francisco ExCEL (SFUSD), our projects offer up some best practices, lessons learned, and road-tested tips for similar programs looking to bring high-quality practices to their youth-facing work.

After School is Vitally Important...

Youth work leaders know that after school is of vital importance to both school age and older youth. Recent studies indicate that one in five (11.3 million) K-12 youth in America are left unsupervised after school. These numbers are troubling, especially for youth in neighborhoods with high levels of community stressors such as poverty. Youth without consistent supervision from 3p.m. - 6p.m. are at a higher risk of becoming victims of violent crimes and engaging in risky behaviors such as smoking and drug use. Youth who are not supervised and lack access to enriching, supportive after school programs are also at a higher risk of facing academic difficulties, dropping out of school, and stymied social-emotional skills driven by stress, loneliness, and fear.

Research has shown, however, that after school programs can contribute to positive outcomes for youth. After school programs can keep youth safe: youth report that they feel more safe in after school than in their neighborhoods, and youth who participate in after school can be less involved in criminal activities compared to their peers. After school can also improve student behavior and social skills. Participation in after school can improve self-confidence and self-esteem and other positive social behaviors. After school participation can also reduce problem behaviors such as acting out or aggression.

Moreover, studies show that after school can improve academic outcomes for youth. After school participation can increase school day attendance and engagement in learning. Regular participation can also improve academic outcomes by supporting academic skills like task...
persistence and other study habits, which in turn helps promote academic achievement.\textsuperscript{8} In addition, the more often youth participate in after school, the more they can benefit from these programs. Increased participation is linked to improved school attendance, improved tests scores and grades, and fewer suspensions from school.\textsuperscript{9,10}

...And Quality is the Hinge Between Youth Participation and Positive Youth Outcomes

The quality of the after school program is critical in promoting positive outcomes for youth. After school programs of high quality can have strong positive impacts on youths’ lives, including for their academic and socio-emotional development; this may be especially true for underserved youth.\textsuperscript{11} There is a growing body of evidence that suggests that regular participation in high-quality programs is correlated with improved grades, study habits, task completion, and communication skills.\textsuperscript{12,13}

Programs that are high-quality include key youth development practices such as strong relationships among youth and staff, opportunities for youth choice and leadership, opportunities for youth to build skills and gain mastery, and chances for youth to participate in activities that are well-organized and challenging in a positive way.\textsuperscript{14} Because quality is the critical link between participation and positive outcomes, and because program leadership and staff have direct control over this aspect of the programs, understanding program quality is the key to understanding youths’ success through after school.


\textsuperscript{12} Ibid


Deciding to incorporate high-quality staff practices into after school programming represents a **long-term investment**. Undertaken with intention, this quality journey will help your organization use data to benchmark its starting point, point to topics for staff professional development and coaching, reveal staff and programmatic change through year-over-year data, and become a natural part of your organization’s program planning process. Here are some steps that break this long-term journey down into **manageable, action-oriented pieces**:

**Lay the foundation by building a culture of feedback and iteration.**

Simply put, improving program quality is about refining staff and organizational practices to better support youth; as such, this process relies on staff members’ ability to give, receive, and act on feedback. Building and nurturing an **organizational culture of feedback and iteration is therefore a critical precursor** to being able to successfully engage in the quality improvement process.

Programs should provide opportunities for line staff, program managers, and others to receive meaningful feedback. In particular, supporting youth-facing workers to learn new skills, have opportunities for practice, receive input on their skill development, and fine-tune their delivery helps staff buy into and benefit from a culture that prizes continual gains in staff quality.

Regular performance reviews, coaching, activity observations, or Learning Communities or other professional development engagements are great opportunities for line staff and coordinators to benefit. For example, when **826michigan**, a writing and tutoring organization, began to conduct program observations, the staff chose to observe each other (rather than their corps of program volunteers) first in order to practice giving and receiving feedback. Having built staff buy-in, the organization is poised to further align the tool to the program goals in starting to observe volunteers.

In addition, the **Oakland Unified School District’s (OUSD) After School Programs Office** coordinates a number of content-focused Learning Communities for youth workers; youth-facing staff can

**Evaluators’ Tip:** Have clearly defined processes in place for knowledge sharing within your organization. Having clear channels for taking new learning back is key to making professional development effective.
participate in multi-session professional development workshops in subject areas including Math, Science, Gardening, Physical Fitness, and Cooking. Many of these Learning Communities involve a coaching component, so that line staff receive content area instruction, have opportunities to practice new skills and lesson plans, are observed on-site by the instructor, and then refine their new skills based on tailored feedback. This cycle can help grow these key elements in participants’ programs.

**Collect data about program quality using a common observational framework.**

Understanding – and measuring – program quality can take many forms, from staff reports, to participant or parent surveys, to direct observation. Because core elements of program quality can be seen in the interactions between staff and participants, **direct observation can be the best measure of point-of-service quality.** An observation tool will serve as the common framework you will follow to move your organization’s quality focus from research to practice. There are many research-validated after school program quality tools available to get you started; **look for one that will multi-task** by helping your organization think about quality. Choose a tool that:

- ...measures the many facets that contribute to program quality. These may include quality components that support social-emotional learning, skill building, or physical health. The tool you use can reflect the quality components on which your program focuses.
- ...can be used for continual quality action planning. Many tools focus on the interactions between staff and youth during program activities; a tool focused on those areas of the program over which site staff have control provides natural starting points for staff to improve their youth-facing practices.
- ...is both age-appropriate and age-specific. Youth at different developmental and educational stages will need different things from their after school program; the tool your organization uses should reflect these differences.
- ...is widely in use across your city, district, region, or state; adopting a widely-used tool can offer a set of common standards and goals to programs to help them situate their own practices within the larger after school landscape.

**Evaluators’ Tip:**

The ingredients for high-quality programs are not a mystery – they are well documented within research and practice. Any tool you select is likely to align with California Department of Education (or other statewide) quality standards. Pick a tool and stick with it – measuring quality is a long-term investment that benefits from consistent measurement year over year.
For example, Partnership for Children and Youth’s HousED program brings together several regional organizations providing after school services within affordable housing communities. These organizations adopted a common, research-validated observational rubric and received extended training on how to conduct observations using this tool. The common tool focused on four main elements of youth program quality that were important to the group: emotional and physical safety; supportive group dynamics; interactive programming; and youth engagement. The program quality tool was dynamic, well adapted to the group’s capacity and goals, and offered several entry points for staff development and program planning. As well, it offered program staff within a given agency a common language to discuss the process, scoring results, and next steps across the different sites of their agency.

**Use the data you collect.**

Whichever observation tool your program adopts, the important thing is to use those data about program quality. Much like staff feedback, quality data should be used in an iterative way; this means that your organization should collect data, use those data to plan, and use the plan to continuously improve youth programming. This cycle will help ensure that the data you collect are used constructively.

The YMCA of San Francisco is piloting a consistent data review session that allows programs to bring in association-wide and program-specific data sources to make meaning out of data for program improvement planning. The session walks youth-facing staff and program quality coaches through a set of interactive data review exercises. These include hands-on manipulation of their numbers, a deep dive into the root causes behind these numbers, and steps to prioritize potential actions based on their findings. These exercises set staff up to write program improvement plans based both on numbers and on staff members’ knowledge of the programmatic context. The coaches then follow up with individual programs at their branch in order to assess progress and provide support.

**Support change by developing a program quality infrastructure.**

In order for programs to reach their full potential to provide strong youth development, it is not enough to simply measure quality using a common framework. Programs need to invest in strong staff training and coaching and develop strong content to actually improve quality; this can be done by cultivating program infrastructure that will

---

** Evaluators’ Tip:**

Data points are less powerful than a data story. Make your data more robust by holding hands-on group sessions that allow staff at all organizational levels to make meaning from the data and layer in key contextual information.
support these new quality practices.

For example, in **West Contra Costa County Unified School District**, the **Expanded Learning Office** provides aligned trainings for site coordinators each month. Starting in the third year of their quality systems journey, the Expanded Learning Office organizes site coordinators to *conduct* these same training sessions for line staff across sites. Each site coordinator is assigned to a team of four. After attending the training themselves, they meet with the Expanded Learning Office to review the material and plan the session for front line staff, which they conduct the following month.

In addition, the Expanded Learning Office creates lesson plans for the start of the school year. Building on their experience with a tightly managed, successful summer learning program, the Expanded Learning Office created a set of lesson plans that line staff can use in order to set the initial tone for the year and establish facilitation habits aligned with the District’s quality standards.

**Act at both the site and system levels.**

Effecting improvements at the organizational or system levels can be difficult; *working simultaneously at the site- and system-levels helps facilitate change*. Organizations can work at system level by selecting a common quality framework and introducing it across its youth programs, as described above. Organizations can *work at site level by including site coordinators and youth-facing staff* in all phases of the quality improvement cycle, including in training, data collection.

For example, **San Francisco Unified School District’s ExCEL Office** connects the system and the site in a variety of ways. In addition to common survey collection and site observation tools, each site must select program improvement goals in each of three areas specified by the District: aligned academic support, healthy active youth, and safe and supportive culture and climate. Sites then develop their own plans on how to achieve the goals selected from the District-wide priority list.

In addition, the District supports several system-wide initiatives, particularly restorative practices, at both the system and site levels. The District provides organization-specific coaching (by both District staff and outside consultants), hosts monthly professional development sessions for all sites together, and facilitates access to District data on school climate, social-emotional learning, and academic outcomes that are reported back to individual sites in annual data profiles.

**Evaluators’ Tip:**

The data collection effort should be worth the learning payoff. Right-sizing your collection input and your knowledge output will help generate staff buy-in and make it more likely that data collection and use are carried forward to future program cycles.
Build your story from multiple perspectives.

Using observation data in support of building program quality is an essential data strategy – but it is not the only strategy. Data collection tools such as surveys, interviews, or focus groups can complement observational data. Pick a data collection schema that is well adapted both to your program’s capacity and to the questions you want to ask. Some things to consider:

- Surveys are good at answering ‘yes/no/how frequently/to what degree’ types of questions and can nicely bring youth voice (or staff voice, parent voice) into focus;
- Interviews, either with individuals or groups, are good for addressing nuance, such as change over time, and answering questions that do not have ‘yes/no’ responses;
- Focus groups also address nuance, but require experienced facilitators who will be comfortable designing and leading highly structured activities with the participants; and
- All data collection instruments require staff time and skill to develop the tool, collect the data, analyze the findings, and present the results.

For example, OUSD’s After School Programs Office conducts structured observations to each of its grantee programs, and each program receives an external observation from an outside evaluation team\(^\text{15}\); these observation reports to individual programs get aggregated and are used to help describe the overall data trends about after school programs in Oakland. As well, the individual sites’ data is shared with them to help staff at those programs understand program quality and make a site-specific improvement plan to execute during the school year. In addition to site visits, OUSD uses data on operational metrics like program attendance or staffing ratios. Further, OUSD fields surveys to all after school participants; these surveys ask youth questions about program quality (aligned to the observation rubric), youths’ opinions of their program, and their perceived program outcomes. OUSD’s data strategy is multi-faceted and blends staff observation, youth voice, and academic and demographic data to get a more complete picture of quality within and across its programs.

---

\(^{15}\) In the case of OUSD (and the other examples detailed here), Public Profit – author of this brief – serves as the external evaluator. For more information, visit: www.publicprofit.net

**Evaluators’ Tip:**

Share site-level data with the sites themselves early and often. Empowering site-level staff to understand and use the data collected about them can increase the pace of change.
Follow the steps, be the hinge.

Research and practice demonstrate that after school programs contribute to positive outcomes if they provide youth with high-quality experiences. Undertaking some or all of these practical steps will allow your organization to be that crucial hinge between attending after school and reaping its vitally important benefits.

For additional resources about selecting an observational tool, see:

**Measuring Youth Program Quality: A Guide to Assessment Tools.** Comprehensive guide comparing the purpose, history, structure, methodology, content, and technical properties of different program observation tools. This guide is accessible free online by visiting: http://www.cypq.org/sites/cypq.org/files/publications/MeasuringYouthProgramQuality_2ndEd.pdf

**From Soft Skills to Hard Data: Measuring Youth Program Outcomes.** A guide to help providers select measures for programs that serve upper-elementary-through high school-aged youth. Available free by visiting: http://forumfyi.org/files/soft_skills_hard_data_o.pdf

And for even more information, check out Public Profit’s data and evaluation resources at www.publicprofit.net/toolbox:

**Creative Ways to Solicit Youth Input: A Hands-On Guide for Practitioners.** Non-traditional methods for getting youth input on programs, including through verbal, visual, and kinesthetic methods.

**Get More from Your Data! – Three Steps to Success.** A three-step method to help you make meaning from your data.

**Dabbling in the Data: A Hands-On Guide to Participatory Data Analysis.** Fifteen team-based activities to promote meaningful conversations about data.
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